
How comprehensive wasHow comprehensive was 
the Nazi Police State?
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How could one describe the Nazi 
State?

• ‘a rationally organised society and highly 
perfected system of terrorist rule…’p y

Or
‘[ ] ll l d i tit ti l h d• ‘[an] unparalleled institutional anarchy and 
increasing divorce from practical reality in 
the process of decision-making at all 
levels, the system being held together bylevels, the system being held together by 
the Fuhrer Myth’. (H. Mommsen)
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1. The relationship between Party and State

• Germany became a one-party state from 1933

Was the Nazi system of state therefore a clear 
and ordered system of government?

• NO. Power structure of the Third Reich became a polycracy – an alliance of different 
blocs which were dependent on each other

e.g.

the Nazi Party itself SS-Police-SD system the army big business and higher levelsthe Nazi Party itself, SS Police SD system, the army, big business and higher levels 
of the state bureaucracy, with Hitler in the middle.

• Problem – The relationship between these power blocs was not static. 

From 1920-1934, Nazis dependent on sympathy of the army + big business = did not 
attempt to control them - destruction of SA a consequence by this dependence
R t f l f f i t t l ti hi
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Rearmament program was a powerful focus of common interest - relationship 
changed e.g. SS-Police-SD system, War Economy. Therefore, by 1938, the army 
and big business had been pushed down to junior partner status. 



• The Party organisation had been created to gain 
power but was not geared to the task of government.p g g

• The Party was not a unified whole: 
consisted of numerous sub groups which had been- consisted of numerous sub-groups which had been 

created to amass support from all sections of society 
Hitl Y th G L b F t d th NSe.g. Hitler Youth, German Labour Front and the NS 

Teachers’ League.
- These groups were keen to uphold their own 
interests – Party became fragmented and lacked 
unifying structure.

• Party gained more power over the State when Rudolf y g p
Hess, Deputy Fuhrer, was granted special powers in 
the mid-1930s: could appoint and vet civil servants. 
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pp
• By 1939, all civil servants had to be Party Members.



2 The role of Hitler2. The role of Hitler
• In theory:

- Hitler’s power was unlimited as after 
Hidenburg’s death in Aug 1934 = role of 
President & Chancellor became combinedPresident & Chancellor became combined. 
- Hitler was also the Comander-in- Chief of all 
the armed forces.the armed forces.

• In reality:
- One individual could never be in completeOne individual could never be in complete 
control (as Hitler tried to make it appear) of all 
aspects of government. 
- Hitler’s personality would help to ensure that: 
hated paper work; disliked formal committees; 
never got out of bed before noon
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never got out of bed before noon…



3. How could this confusion in the Nazi 
t b i t t d?government be interpreted? 

Intentionalist Hildebrand and Bracher

- argue for the vital role of Hitler in the 
d l t f th Thi d R i hdevelopment of the Third Reich –
confusing policy is simply a deliberate 
policy of divide and rule on the part of p y p
Hitler (let other fight while you reap the 
benefits)
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How could this confusion in the Nazi 
t b i t t d?government be interpreted? 

Structuralist Mommsen & BroszatStructuralist Mommsen & Broszat

Nazi regime evolved from the pressure of 
circumstances and that the chaos in government  
was a reflection of Hitler’s limitations because ofwas a reflection of Hitler s limitations because of 
the continued influence of other sources of 
power.

e.g. Broszat
‘unwilling to take decisions frequently uncertainunwilling to take decisions, frequently uncertain, 

exclusively concerned with upholding his 
prestige and personal authority, influenced in the 

t t f hi b hi t i
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strongest fashion by his entourage, in some 
respects a weak dictator’. 



Lesson 2

The SS – ‘a State within a State’The SS a State within a State
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4. The Apparatus of the Police Statepp

Th t t d th P t h b i• The state and the Party may have been in a 
state of disorder, the SS (Schutzstafel –
Protective Squads) evolved into an organisationProtective Squads) evolved into an organisation 
that was to become the bedrock of the Reich

• Formed in 1925 as bodyguard to Hitler/small yg
section of the SA until Himmler took charge in 
1929.
Famous for their total obedience and• Famous for their total obedience and 
commitment to the Nazi cause.

• 1931 the SD (special security force/) was set up• 1931, the SD (special security force/) was set up 
by Himmler (acted as the Party’s internal police 
force)
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• Himmler gained control over all police forces in 
each Lander including the much feared Gestapoeach Lander including the much feared Gestapo
(secret police)

• The Gestapo was a state body (Prussian• The Gestapo was a state body (Prussian 
Police) whereas the SS a Party body (operated 
all over Germany) – both powerful police forcesall over Germany) both powerful police forces 
but the SS enjoyed more widespread duties. The 
Gestapo came under SS control when Himmler p
was appointed head of the Gestapo.

• The SS became an independent organisation p g
within the Party in 1934 as a reward of its 
ferocious attacks on the SA during the N.L.K

• The SA continued its existence (no power) as a 
tool for intimidating opposition.
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• 1936, all police powers were unified under Himmler’s 936, a po ce po e s e e u ed u de e s
command as Chief of the German Police, answerable 
only to Hitler
Th SS P li SD t h d b k• The SS-Police-SD system had now become a key 
power bloc – assumed responsibility for all security 
matters; Death Head Units ran the concentration camps;matters; Death Head Units ran the concentration camps; 
Waffen SS – the elite fighting units – formed a new 
military division.
B 1939 th SS P li SD t th• By 1939, the SS-Police-SD system was more than a 
state within a state and by 1945:

• Waffen SS rivalled that of the standard armyy
• Gestapo had grown to 40,000
• SS was in charge of the New Order (extermination of inferior races)
• SS not only preserved the Nazi regime it also extended itsSS not only preserved the Nazi regime, it also extended its 

influence into key areas of military and economic affairs

• e.g.
SS t d i l t i i ti f th 150
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• SS created a commercial enterprise consisting of more than 150 
firms combined which exploited slave labour


